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1.  The report was written by Group-IB experts without any  
third-party funding.

2.  The report provides information on the tactics, tools, and infra-
structure of the various groups. The report’s goal is to minimize 
the risk of the groups committing further illegal acts, suppress 
any such activity in a timely manner, and raise awareness among 
readers. The report also contains recommendations on how 
to protect against future attacks. The details about threats are 
provided solely for information security specialists so that they 
can familiarize themselves with them, prevent similar incidents 
from occurring in the future, and minimize potential damage. Any 
information outlined in the report is not intended to advocate 
fraud or other illegal activities in the field of high technologies 
or any other fields.

3.  The report is for information purposes only and is limited in distri-
bution. Readers are not authorized to use it for commercial 
purposes and any other purposes not related to education 
or personal non-commercial use. Group-IB grants readers the 
right to use the report worldwide by downloading, reviewing, 
and quoting it to the extent justified by legitimate citation, 
provided that the report itself (including a link to the copyright 
holder’s website on which it is published) is given as the source 
of the quote.

4.  The entire report is subject to copyright and protected by appli-
cable intellectual property law. It is prohibited to copy, distribute 
(including by placing on websites), or use the information or other 
content without the right owner’s prior written consent.

5.  If Group-IB’s copyright is violated, Group-IB will have the right 
to approach a court or other state institution to protect its rights 
and interests and seek punishment for the perpetrator as provided 
by law, including recovery of damages.

DISCLAIMER
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GROUP-IB HI-TECH 
CRIME TRENDS  
REPORT

The Hi-Tech Crime Trends report analyzes cyberattacks, examines 
how the cybercrime industry functions, and forecasts upcoming 
changes in the threat landscape for various sectors of the global 
economy. Group-IB has published the report every year since 2012, 
integrating valuable data and key insights that the team has gained 
through over 70,000 hours of experience in responding to cyberse-
curity incidents worldwide.

The information provided in Hi-Tech Crime Trends enables businesses, 
NGOs, governments, and law enforcement agencies around the 
world to fight cybercrime and help potential victims. Intended for 
IT directors, heads of cybersecurity teams, SOC analysts, incident 
responders, and other security professionals, the Hi-Tech Crime 
Trends report serves as a practical guide for strategic and tactical 
planning.

With the use of unique tools for tracking threat-actor infrastruc-
tures and the careful analysis of globally-distributed specialists, 
Group-IB experts identify and confirm patterns of cyber threats 
each year. This information serves as a basis for forecasts, which 
have proven accurate every year since the first Hi-Tech Crime Trends 
report was published. These forecasts help companies around the 
world build effective cybersecurity strategies with relevant threats 
in mind.

The forecasts and recommendations contained in Hi-Tech Crime 
Trends are aimed at reducing financial losses and infrastructure 
downtime. They are also designed to help organizations take preven-
tive measures to counteract targeted attacks, espionage, and cyber- 
-terrorism operations.

Group-IB strongly believes that the continual exchange of data, 
combined with lasting partnerships between private companies and 
international law enforcement agencies, is the most effective way 
to combat cybercrime. Cybersecurity awareness helps preserve and 
protect digital spaces and freedom of communication. It is to these 
ends that the Hi-Tech Crime Trends report is published.
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Cybercrime never stops evolving: every year brings new scammers, 
more sophisticated criminal schemes, and improved attack tools. With 
the coronavirus pandemic, however, cybercrime exploded in 2020–2021. 
Group-IB estimates that online scams have become the main type of online 
crime, accounting for as much as 74.5% of all cybercrime in H1 2021. More 
than half (57%) of all cybercrimes in H1 2021 were scams (a type of fraud 
in which victims voluntarily make payments or disclose their data), while 
phishing (theft of bank card data) accounted for just 17.5%.

Share of phishing and scams in all 
types of cybercrime: compared 
to H1 2020, H1 2021 saw a 3% 
increase in the share of scams 
and a 1.5% increase in the share 
of phishing.

As private companies, government institutions, and other organizations 
shifted to remote work and moved their services online, threat actors scaled 
their activities by developing and using new illicit schemes, automating 
attack stages, and tailoring their methods to specific victims.

INTRODUCTION 01
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Over the past year, a popular scam involving messages about give-
aways and surveys has become even larger in scope, even more tech-
nically sophisticated, and— most importantly— even more personalized. 
Group-IB’s Digital Risk Protection analysts have identified targeted 
scams in more than 90 countries, with over 120 global brands illegally 
used as lures.

During the pandemic, Classiscam has been the most widespread scam 
in Russia, other CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) countries, 
and Europe. The scheme targets users of classifieds, delivery services, 
real estate rentals, hotel bookings, online banking transfers, online retail, 
and carpooling services.

The success of Classiscam, which uses the scam-as-a-service model 
and automated Telegram chat bots, has led to the revival of a forgotten 
phishing campaign involving invitations to fake dates in theaters, restau-
rants, and cinemas. The rise of phishing in general is a global trend but, 
thanks to Group-IB’s efforts, more than 14,000 phishing resources were 
blocked.

While Russia saw new scams and phishing resources involving “payouts” 
and “compensation” from the government, QR codes, and COVID-19 vacci-
nation certificates, the Netherlands saw new fake resources targeting 
people looking to rent accommodation while they self-isolate. Banking 
customers in Russia, other CIS countries, and Eastern Europe experienced 
a surge of scam calls, with the victims losing more than just money: threat 
actors managed to convince some of their targets to transfer real estate 
ownership to them.

Given the scale of the problem, Group-IB experts dubbed the situation 
Scamdemic. Any major company, well established brand, or public figure 
taking their reputation seriously is at risk.

As part of this report, experts from two Group-IB departments, Digital 
Risk Protection and CERT-GIB, collected statistics, analyzed trends, 
and examined new phishing and online scams for the reporting period 
(H2 2020 and H1 2021). Group-IB not only informs users and companies 
about relevant cyber threats, it also gives recommendations about how 
to protect businesses from such attacks in the future. Traditional moni-
toring and blocking are no longer enough to counter sophisticated scams 
and phishing. Instead, we must detect and block the infrastructures used 
by scam groups in order to eliminate the threat.
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PHISHING IS INCREASINGLY DISGUISED 
AS ONLINE SERVICES AND SOCIAL MEDIA

An increase in phishing targeting online services 
(16%) and social media (8%) has been recorded. The 
trend is due to accounts being multifunctional: one 
account can be used to gain access to multiple 
services.

LOWER ENTRY THRESHOLD FOR SCAMMERS

The popularity of the scam-as-a-service model 
has led to scams scaling up on a global level and 
to a lower entry threshold for newbie-scammers 
with no real skills for conducting scams. Phishing 
and scam resources are created automatically; 
low-level operators (“workers” in the scammers’ 
parlance) simply direct new victims to them and pay 
a percentage to the developers of the scam tool.

FAKE INVITATIONS TO EVENTS  
ARE ONCE AGAIN RELEVANT

Threat actors used tried-and-tested Classiscam 
techniques to revive an old scheme designed 
to steal money through fake invitations to dates. 
Group-IB detected over 700 domains for fake 
theaters, stand-up comedy shows, restaurants, and 
cinemas.

RUNLIR AND UNIVERSAL PHISHING KIT  
ARE THE MOST PROMINENT CAMPAIGNS

RUNLIR involves more than 750 domains 
targeting users in the Netherlands, Belgium, and 
Germany. Universal phishing kit is a campaign 
in which LogoKit (written in JS) is easily injected 
into compromised websites, which complicates 
detection and blocking.

PHISHING AND SCAMS ACCOUNT FOR MORE 
THAN HALF OF ALL CYBERCRIMES

They account for 74.5% of all cyberattacks in the 
reporting period. The remaining 25.5% is made 
up of other hi-tech crimes.

PHISHING IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY POPULAR

Compared to the previous period, phishing has 
increased by 18%. The upward trend has been 
observed since 2018. Group-IB specialists helped 
block more than 14,000 phishing resources hosted 
on some 12,000 unique domains. About 20% 
of phishing websites were hosted on compromised 
legitimate resources.

THREAT ACTORS PREFER HYBRID CAMPAIGNS

Classiscam is one of the largest, longest, and most 
technically advanced hybrid scam campaigns in the 
world. As at the end of 2021, 70 active affiliate 
programs use this scheme, targeting more than 
80 international brands from 36 countries.

SUCCESS OF THE PHISHING-AS-A-SERVICE 
(PHAAS) MODEL

PhaaS is based on lucrative (sometimes even free) 
offers to sell or rent ready-made phishing websites 
or scripts, phishing admin panels, and solutions for 
quickly monetizing stolen data. There is a high risk 
of sellers tricking their affiliates, however.



PHISHING RESOURCES ARE SUCCESSFULLY 
BLOCKED IN RUSSIA

Compared to H2 2020, the use of Russian 
hosting services dropped by an impressive 83.6% 
in H1 2021.

NEW WAYS OF SCALING CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES 

Threat actors promote phishing resources using 
QR codes, SMS messages, and ads in search 
engines. To hide their activity, they use legitimate 
services with a mailout functionality (Google Forms, 
Jivo, Wordpress, and others) as well as iframe 
techniques to load phishing content from a third-
party resource.

GROWING NUMBER OF TARGETED SCAM VICTIMS

Targeted scams that involve links generated for 
each user individually have been detected in more 
than 90 countries, with threat actors using over 120 
brands as lures. Group-IB estimates that users lost 
up to $80 million per month during the reporting 
period.
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THREAT ACTORS WILL USE LEGITIMATE  
SERVICES MORE OFTEN

More phishing will be spread using Google Forms, 
Jivo, Wordpress, etc.

SCAMS WILL SCALE UP

Cybercriminals will scale up their scams 
by exploiting new brands and targeting new regions. 
There will be more scam resources that use content 
delivery networks (CDNs) and bulletproof hosting 
providers.

BLOCKING PHISHING RESOURCES  
WILL BECOME MORE DIFFICULT

There are several reasons behind this forecast. 
First, there is often no proof that hidden phishing 
content is present (one-time links, сloaking). 
Second, threat actors are increasingly using 
detection evasion techniques and more precise 
targeting methods, the conditions of which are not 
always possible to understand or guess.

PHISHING WILL CONTINUE TO GROW

The number of phishing resources will increase 
steadily; this mainly relates to phishing resources 
that pose as online services or social media. 
In addition, Group-IB forecasts further growth 
in phishing attacks that target mobile devices. 

THE NUMBER OF PHISHING AND SCAM 
MIMICKING GOVERNMENT SERVICES WILL RISE

Due to the widespread digitization of services, 
there will be more phishing targeting government 
and municipal services as well as related services 
for confirming identity through third-party 
accounts. 

THE NUMBER OF WORKERS IN AFFILIATE 
PROGRAMS WILL GROW

There will be more workers in affiliate scam 
schemes involving the scam-as-a-service model. 
Attacks in new regions will also increase.

TELEGRAM WILL BE MORE ACTIVELY  
EXPLOITED IN AFFILIATE MODELS

PhaaS will involve the messaging app being 
exploited more often, and ready-made solutions will 
cost less due to a higher number of offers on the 
market.

THE USE OF MESSAGING  
APP BOTS WILL INCREASE

Threat actors will increasingly often use Telegram 
bots to control and manage phishing resources, 
do accounting, and train new workers.
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GROWTH IN PHISHING 
WORLDWIDE

04

In H2 2020–H1 2021, Group-IB specialists observed an 18% increase 
in the number of phishing resources compared with the previous period. 
This growth reflects the global trend towards phishing on an increasingly 
larger scale.

Group-IB helped block over 14,000 phishing resources hosted on some 
12,000 unique domains. The discrepancy is due to the fact that different 
subdomains can host up to 15 different phishing pages each. On average, 
Group-IB blocked 77 phishing resources per day.

Statistics on the blocking 
of phishing resources initiated 
by Group-IB
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In the reporting period, Group-IB specialists came across the following 
difficulties in blocking phishing resources:

• The main difficulty was that the third-parties involved (registrars, hosting 
service providers, owners of compromised resources, etc.) often did 
not respond to standard phishing notifications (abuse reporting forms 
and emails). This could be due to high volumes of such reports and 
an inability to respond to all requests, but also due to an unwillingness 
to work together to block phishing resources.

• Using CDNs makes hosting-based blocking harder, as the real hosting 
service may not be identified, or it may deny its connection to a given 
resource.

• There were delays in processing requests due to high loads caused 
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Many departments that deal with violations work only on weekdays 
and during normal business hours, which means they block phishing 
resources only during a limited set of working hours. The situation 
becomes more dire in cases when the phishing activity and the target 
country are in different time zones: data is stolen, but the organization 
responsible for addressing it has not yet started its workday.

• There is a language barrier when dealing with countries where English 
is not widely spoken, as is often the case with registrars and hosting 
providers in Asia and Africa. The fact that they do not speak English often 
means that a complaint is not handled at all. For example, an operator 
can simply hang up the phone if they don’t speak English.

• Threat actors use evasion techniques that make phishing content 
unavailable to relevant organizations. For instance, a one-time link 
may no longer be active when the registrar checks it, so they refuse 
to block the resource. 

Location of phishing resources
Compared to H2 2020, H1 2021 saw the number of phishing resources 
hosted in Russia decrease by 24%. This is because Russian hosting 
providers were effective in blocking resources, which makes phishing 
unprofitable.

H1 2021 (by country)

Country Quantity %

 USA 67,546 60

 Germany 7,347 7

 Canada 6,129 6

 Russia 5,350 5

 UK 3,911 3

 Netherlands 3,836 3

 France 2,092 1

 Belize 1,094 1

 India 929 1

 Singapore 854 1

 Other 12,926 12

Top ten countries where phishing 
resources were hosted in H1 2021
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H2 2020 (by country)

The .ru top-level domain saw a 3.41% decrease in the amount of phishing 
created. The domain .app, in which 1.26% of all phishing resources in the 
world was created, was on the Top Ten list.

H1 2021 (by domains)

Country Quantity %

 USA 37,543 40

 Russia 26,776 29

 Germany 5,053 6

 South Africa 4,107 4

 Netherlands 2,682 3

 UK 2,068 2

 Ecuador 2,023 2

 Canada 1,257 1

 Poland 1,122 1

 Brazil 1,106 1

 Other 9,873 11

Zone Quantity %

.com 48,518 43

.ru 6,251 6

.net 4,532 4

.org 3,250 3

.xyz 2,678 3

.io 2,330 2

.tk 2,315 2

.app 1,414 1

.uk 1,350 1

.co 1,342 1

Other 37,829 34

Zone Quantity %

.com 48,058 54

.ru 8,252 9

.net 6,259 7

.xyz 2,407 3

.buzz 1,549 2

.site 1,218 1

.co.uk 1,036 1

.org 1,021 1

.info 933 1

.tk 887 1

Other 18,174 20

H1  
2021

H2  
2020

H2 2020 (by domains) Top domains used  
for phishing, H2 2020

Top domains used  
for phishing, H1 2021

Top ten countries where phishing 
resources were hosted in H2 2020
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In total, 32.25% of phishing domain names were registered in country 
code top-level domains, which is 12% more than in the previous period. 
The increase may be connected with an attempt to localize phishing for 
victims in certain countries.

Zone
Phishing  

resources
Phishing  

resources, %

Domain names  
registered in the  
reporting period

% of phishing resources  
in all registered  
domain names

.ru 6,251 17 643,611 0.97

.io 2,330 7 1,903,518 0.12

.tk 2,315 6 2,254,463 0.10

.uk 1,350 4 678,937 0.20

.co 1,342 4 742,987 0.18

.me 1,337 4 431,604 0.31

.cn 1,297 4 1,076,815 0.12

.de 1,216 3 2,970,994 0.04

.ml 1,185 3 599,564 0.20

.ga 1,084 3 777,965 0.14

Other 16,356 45 — —

H1  
2020

H1  
2020

Country code top-level  
domains, Н1 2021

Phishing categories: the 
industries most affected
H1 2021 saw a significant increase in phishing targeting online services 
(Microsoft Live, Office 365, Google Account) in contrast with a significant 
decrease in H2 2020. Compared to the previous period (H2 2019–H1 2020), 
the current reporting period had significant growth in phishing targeting 
dating websites, social media, and financial institutions.

Category Quantity %

Online services 25,073 25

Financial institutions 22,836 23

Social media 22,647 23

Email services 10,092 10

Cloud storage 5,146 5

Payment services 4,900 4

Delivery services 3,628 4

Internet service providers 3,619 4

Cryptocurrency 1,404 1

Government websites 606 0.7

Bookmakers 187 0.2

Dating websites 69 0.1

Industries most often 
targeted, H1 2021
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Phishing categories, H1 2021 vs. H2 2020

Phishing categories, H2 2020 – H1 2020 vs. H2 2020 – H1 2021
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Distribution of phishing attacks 
by day of the week 
The most popular day for creating phishing content was Wednesday. The 
least amount of phishing content was created on Sundays.

Creation of phishing resources 
targeting various business 
categories by day of the week
The Wednesday and Sunday trends are true for each brand category. 
However, most phishing resources posing as dating websites and book-
makers are created on weekends, while most phishing targeting Internet 
service providers is created on Mondays.

Creation of phishing resources targeting 
various business categories by day 
of the week

MO TU WE TH FR SA SU

Online services 14.29% 17.83% 18.12% 14.06% 16.77% 10.53% 8.39%

Financial institutions 15.98% 16.72% 16.39% 13.19% 16.95% 10.81% 9.95%

Payment services 16.59% 14.98% 16.59% 12.35% 12.78% 13,71% 13,00%

Cloud storage 13.19% 17.22% 19.30% 14.65% 16.27% 9.68% 9.70%

Internet service providers 25.86% 13.37% 17.91% 8.15% 10.17% 15.00% 9.53%

Delivery services 18.22% 18.27% 15.21% 13.26% 16.35% 9.59% 9.10%

Social media 15.20% 14.24% 16.37% 13.84% 18.34% 10.96% 11.05%

Email services 14.06% 17.24% 19.00% 15.02% 17.43% 10.03% 7.22%

Cryptocurrency 15.81% 17.66% 16.88% 12.54% 14.60% 10.11% 12.39%

Government websites 16.01% 18.81% 21.78% 13.04% 13.04% 9.08% 8.25%

Dating websites 8.70% 15.94% 17.39% 18.84% 11.59% 8.70% 18.84%

Bookmakers 18.72% 10.16% 17.65% 5.88% 12.30% 24.60% 10.70%

Phishing attacks by day  
of the week
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Use of CDNs for phishing attacks
Threat actors use content delivery networks (CDNs)* to conceal the 
actual hosting services where the phishing resources are located. 
Group-IB specialists found this to be the case for 9% of all phishing 
resources. CDNs are not directly tied to phishing content, which is why 
they can only help identify the actual hosting service provider.

The number of phishing resources where CDNs were used:

*  A CDN (content delivery network) is 
a geographically distributed network 
infrastructure that ensures prompt 
content delivery to users of web ser-
vices and websites.

PhaaS develops in the following areas:

 → Telegram-based phishing  
infrastructure

 → Sale of ready-made phishing  
websites/scripts

 → Renting out phishing admin panels

 → Sale of phishing kits

Category Quantity %

Ordinary IP addresses 115,654 91

CDN IP addresses 10,347 9

Cloudflare, Inc. 7,978 7

DDOS-GUARD CORP. 1,276 1

Fastly 963 0,9

Leaseweb 130 0,1

91% 9%

Top CDNs in H1 2021

Ratio between new and 
compromised websites 
in H1 2021

Newly created and compromised 
websites used for phishing
Threat actors most often create new resources for phishing purposes, 
rather than using compromised legitimate websites to host phishing 
resources. New resources account for 79.7% of all websites used for 
phishing purposes, with 20.3% of phishing resources being hosted 
on legitimate websites compromised by exploiting vulnerabilities or brute-
force attacks. After analyzing each case, Group-IB specialists notified 
website owners of the breaches and provided recommendations on how 
to prevent them in the future.

Category %

Created for phishing purposes 80

Compromised 20

80% 20%

Phishing-as-a-service
The growing popularity of phishing led to the development of phish-
ing-as-a-service (PhaaS), which is similar to the notorious ransomware 
as a service model. PhaaS, as we know it today, started emerging around 
2015 and has been evolving ever since. A key characteristic of PhaaS is that 
it is available to anyone and does not require any specific phishing skills.
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ONLINE SCAMS 
TODAY

05

Segmentation, targeting,  
and personalization
The first key change in online scams during the reporting period is that 
scammers began using established digital marketing approaches in their 
campaigns. For instance, they examined their audience reach, calculated 
the conversion rate, and estimated how effective their campaigns were. 
This has led to audience segmentation, targeting, and offer personalization, 
all of which are aimed at gaining as much profit from victims as possible 
with minimal investment.

Over the past three years, online scams have gone even further technol-
ogy-wise. Below is an analysis of evolution from 2019 to 2021.

How online scam changed over the 
past three years (2019–2021)

Targeted traffic  
attraction

2019

Non-targeted users are redirect-
ed to resources with legitimate 
content

2020-2021

Scammers attract specific  
groups of victims to increase  
conversion

Personalized  
link

2019

The link works only  
once and only for one  
specific user

2020-2021

Scam organizers collect  
analytics and use it for fake  
referral programs

Personalized  
content

2019

Resource content  
is tailored to the  
targeted user

2020-2021

Forms are filled in automatically  
with the victim’s data

1 2 3
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In 2021, approaches that were popular in 2019 and 2020 were scaled 
up and modified.

Potential victims are now chosen with care. When victims follow a link, they 
are redirected multiple times while their data (such as information about 
the user, their Internet service provider, location, IP address, device model, 
and user agent) is collected and used to select the most appropriate type 
of scam (based on language, brand, industry). Finally, a personalized link 
(i.e. one that can only be opened by that user) is created. This means that 
scammers can adjust their content to specific victims while also making 
it more difficult to track the scheme’s initial stage.

At the same time, victim conversion increases because users receive 
personalized offers that they struggle to refuse. Detecting such violations 
is more complicated, so the resources have a longer lifecycle, which gives 
threat actors the opportunity to attract more victims.

Scam-as-a-service
The second key change is the specialization of labor in scam groups. 
To have more reach, threat actors who devised scams and developed 
the technologies to implement them no longer deceive users and attract 
traffic themselves. They now use the model Group-IB has dubbed Scam-
as-a-service (SaaS), a play on the more common meaning of the acronym. 
Within this model, scammers are divided into “topic starters” (those who 
create a franchise and the technology) and “workers” (those who carry 
out low-level tasks).

Differentiation of labor in the  
scam-as-a-service model

Such division creates opportunities to scale phishing activity. Ordinary 
cybercriminals looking to make money by deceiving people online are free 
to do so. They do not need their own ideas or special skills: everything has 
been done for them. Websites built for deceitful purposes are created 
automatically and threat actors only need to attract victims and pay the 
franchisers (the developers of the scam tool).

Topic Starters

Franchisor

Online scammers

Entrepreneurs

Workers

Franchisee

2018 2019-2021

2019-2021

From 20% to 30%

Commission rate  
for topic starters

From 70% to 80%

Commission rate  
for workers
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Fig. 1. How the scam-as-a-service 
model works

The above approach helps implement such schemes on a global level. 
Scam websites are created automatically in various languages and the 
technology can be used worldwide, which significantly increases the scope 
for revenue. There are countless typical scam pages in various languages 
for any industry, all created automatically using the same technologies.

Fig. 2. A typical page  
of a phishing website

France Bulgaria Romania

1.   Creating a scam page 
using a Telegram bot

2.   The victim visits the scam page  
and has their data or money stolen
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SCAM AND PHISHING 
SCHEMES 

06

Digital Risk Protection and CERT-GIB experts analyzed scam and phishing 
resources and found numerous schemes and their modifications. The 
idea behind scams has not changed for years: in 99% of cases, threat 
actors attempt to steal money, or to make money by stealing bank card 
information or personal data and selling it. 

However, the schemes themselves (selling non-existent items on classi-
fieds; fake delivery services; selling QR codes or vaccination certificates 
during the pandemic) change constantly, with scammers staying nearly 
ahead of the media agenda in terms of the topics they use. What follows 
is a summary of the most popular schemes analyzed by Group-IB experts.

Classiscam
Group-IB specialists observed the Classiscam scheme being used for the 
first time on a mass scale in Russia in summer 2019 and later expanded 
to Europe. Peak activity was recorded in spring 2020, due to the pandemic, 
remote work, and a surge in online shopping (by 30%–40% on average) 
and, consequently, the use of courier services.

Group-IB’s Digital Risk Protection and CERT-GIB specialists identified 
at least 70 active affiliate programs that resorted to the scheme (which 
involves a fake delivery service), with half of the programs already working 
outside Russia. The scheme was not changed significantly, but it was local-
ized for markets in Eastern and Western Europe, as well as CIS countries.

How Classiscam works

As part of the scheme, scammers publish bait ads on popular market-
places and classifieds. The ads usually offer cameras, game consoles, 
laptops, smartphones, and similar items for sale at extremely low prices. 
The buyer contacts the seller, who lures the buyer into continuing the 
conversation through a third-party messaging app.

Although many marketplaces and classifieds that sell new and used 
goods try to protect users from scammers by posting warnings, victims 
continue to share their personal details. 

In the messaging app, scammers usually ask the victim to provide contact 
details so that they can allegedly arrange a delivery. The scammers then 
send a URL to either a fake popular courier service website or a scam 
website mimicking classifieds or a marketplace with a payment form. 
As a result, the scammer obtains payment data or withdraws money 
through a fake merchant website. Another scenario involves a scammer 
contacting a legitimate seller while posing as a customer. The scammer 
sends a fake payment form, obtained via a Telegram bot, that mimics a real 
marketplace payment form, falsely leading the seller to believe that they 
will receive money by completing the form.

https://www.group-ib.com/media/classiscam-in-europe/
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Fig. 3. Phishing ad

Before 2020, Group-IB specialists occasionally came across cases in which 
scammers used non-Russian classifieds and delivery service brands. 
From February, however, suggestions to use phishing forms targeting the 
Ukrainian version of a classifieds website appeared on forums. In April, 
schemes with a Belarusian classifieds website emerged, as well as phishing 
targeting a local delivery service and mail service. By late August, scam-
mers had tapped into Ukrainian marketplaces and expanded beyond CIS 
countries. For instance, a scam emerged involving a French classifieds 
website. In early 2021, Polish and Czech brands were also abused.

Attacks of Classiscam by country

 Czech Republic,  Bulgaria,  Poland,  Romania,  France,
 Italy,  Spain,  Estonia,  Sweden,  Slovakia,  Latvia, 
 Lithuania,  Denmark,  Hungary,  Croatia,  Austria, 
 Ireland,  Finland,  Other EU countries,  Russia,  
 Kazakhstan,  Belarus,  Ukraine,  Uzbekistan,  
 Azerbaijan,  Kyrgyzstan,  Moldova,  Qatar,  Australia, 
 Mexico,  Philippines,  US,  Georgia,  Norway,  Cyprus, 
 UAE,  Macedonia 
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In Russia, damages from this scam range between $136 and $408 per 
user. In Europe, the figures may be much higher, due to the fact that 
European Internet users have more purchasing power and tend not 
to expect this type of scam.

Differentiation of roles in Classiscam

The hierarchy of scam affiliate programs is built according to the scam-
as-a-service principle. Topic starters (or “admins”) are at the top. They 
recruit new members, create scam pages, register new accounts, and 
provide assistance when banks block a recipient’s card or the transac-
tion. An admin’s share is about 20–30% of the stolen sum. Workers get 
70–80% of the stolen sum for communicating with victims and sending 
them phishing URLs.

Fig. 4. Classiscam hierarchy  
and roles

All details of deals made by workers (including the sum, payment number and 
username) are displayed in a Telegram bot, which is how Group-IB experts 
were able to calculate their estimated monthly haul. Based on payment 
statistics, the most successful workers move to the top of the list and 
become influential members of the program. By doing so, they gain 
access to VIP options in chats and are allowed to work on European 
marketplaces, which offer a higher income and involve fewer risks for 
Russian-speaking scammers. Workers sometimes have assistants, called 
“callers” and “refunders,” who pretend to be tech support specialists and 
receive 5-10% of the revenue.

Group-IB’s analysis of messages about payouts in chatbots revealed that 
36 of 70 active affiliate programs targeted regions outside Russia. The 
revenue is $60,752 per month on average, but it varies. In general, the 
total monthly income of the 40 most active affiliate programs is estimated 
to be at least $522,731.

The scheme is simple and straightforward, which makes it all the more 
appealing. There are more reasons behind its growing popularity, however, 
such as automated management and distribution through special Tele-
gram chat bots. More than 5,000 users (scammers) were registered in the 
40 most popular Telegram chats by the end of 2020.

As it stands, workers just need to send a link with the bait product to the 
chatbot, which then generates a complete phishing kit, including distinct 

«Admin»  
(Topic Starter)

Responsible for recruiting, 
creating phishing pages, regis-
tering new accounts, technical 
support 
 

20-30% 
of the stolen sum

Workers 

Communicate with victims  
and send phishing pages. Top 
workers get access to VIP  
scripts and work in Europe  
and the USA 

70-80% 
of the stolen sum

Callers 

In a conversation with the victim, 
they impersonate the support 
service and format a «refund». 
 

5-10% 
of the stolen sum

Telegram bot
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URLs for the courier, payment, and refund. There are more than ten types 
of Telegram bots that create scam pages for brands from Bulgaria, the 
Czech Republic, France, Poland, and Romania. For each brand and country, 
scammers write instructions that help beginner workers log in to foreign 
sites and communicate with victims in the local language.

Chatbots also have shops where threat actors can purchase accounts 
to various marketplaces, e-wallets, targeted mailings, and manuals— 
or even hire a lawyer to represent them in court.

Fig. 5. A phishing chatbot
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Targeted scams

Fig. 6. Examples of scam pages  
with a branded survey

Some users who believed the prize story and answered the questions 
ultimately lost their money. Messages about lotteries and surveys are one 
of the most popular scams, and they have become larger in scope and 
even more technologically sophisticated over the past years. 

As part of targeted scams, a unique link is generated for each user. The 
link uses the potential victim’s parameters (country, time zone, language, 
IP address, browser type, etc.) to display relevant content on the scam 
page. The link often opens a website with a survey, and completing it opens 
a phishing or scam resource where the victim is prompted to enter their 
bank card details or complete a transaction to, for example, pay for 
arranging their “prize.” The victim never receives the prize, however, and 
their money and bank card data is stolen instead. To complicate investi-
gations, scammers ensure that the personal link sent to the user cannot 
be opened by other users when shared or when any directory is accessed 
without the necessary cookie files.
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How targeted scams works

The scammers began by attacking companies, mostly in Russia, then 
Group-IB specialists discovered abuses against brands around the world, 
as well.

• In Singapore, users looking to visit the torrent tracker thepiratebay.
cc were targeted with a personalized link that opened a fake website 
supposedly belonging to a Singaporean phone carrier (13,500 visitors 
per day).

• Fake surveys disguised as having been created by a major Russian 
retailer (6,500 visitors per day) tricked users into entering their personal 
details. The scammers’ goal was to steal money (an average of $677 
per victim in Russia), bonuses, or personal information. The link worked 
only once and only for a specific user, which is why the resource was 
difficult to detect and neutralize.

Such cases are not rare, and content disappears quickly. Still, 
Group-IB specialists managed to analyze the resource. It turned out 
that the problem was common and that such messages come from every 
part of the Russian segment of the Internet.

To distribute scam links, threat actors used all known tools: contextual 
advertising, ads on both legal and illegal platforms, bulk SMS messages, 
email campaigns, and typosquatting (registering domains nearly identical 
to official websites to capture traffic if users make typos when entering 
the real domain names). Less often, links were added to calendars and 
comments on social media posts that were receiving a lot of attention 
at the time.

Bulk SMS messages and email campaigns nearly always contained a short 
link with a description featuring information about a customer incentive 
program as part of which users could win expensive devices. 
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This was followed by what is known as cloaking, a popular technique that 
makes certain users see legitimate content while others see illegitimate 
content depending on the user parameters (IP address, language, device). 
The legitimate content is normal and does not pose a threat; it raises 
no suspicions with advertisers or Internet service providers. Illegitimate 
content, on the other hand, breaches advertising rules and is a serious 
threat to Internet users, especially if they are not careful.

Cloaking is banned by all advertising networks, but deceit as part of special 
programs is not detected quickly enough. Such ads can remain on websites 
for a very long time. In addition, this type of scam is distributed by more 
than one person— by more than one group of individuals, even. A large-
scale network is involved. When scam accounts that distribute illegitimate 
content are blocked, new ones emerge immediately. This is just one reason 
why such schemes are very difficult to eliminate.

When users clicked on the link, they were redirected multiple times and 
ended up with something like this:

https:// .site/s10xs/ /?osv=Windows%2010.0&isp=
 %20  &ip=  &key=eyJ0aW1lc3RhbXAiOiIxNTU0Mzg-

4MjYzIiwiaGFzaCI6IjIwZGQwM2I2Y2UxMDI1NzJhZWY1NDM0MTZhNzZ-
jODY2ZjIyYzZmZDgifQ%3D%3D&td=7ktpj.  .com&bemobdata=c%3D-
227bad15-b386-42e0-911b-674575ed6cd8..a%3D0..b%3D0..e%
3D1554388262666418..c1%3D9627..c2%3D9254..c3%3D1554388262666418..r%3D
https%253A%252F%252  .ru%252Fgoto%252F9254%252F44db6ebf9c%252F#

After some time, the link would change: the referrer (which shows what 
website the user has come from) was removed.

The links became less and less informative for analysis.

https://ca.  .click/pr/i12/brand/  /?osv=Win-
dows%2010.0&isp=Chrome&tid=1aa56077-f400-4910-92c6-bb-
249266438d&key=eyJ0aW1lc3RhbXAiOiIxNjA3OTQzODExIiwiaGFzaCI6IjUzZGEx-
NmE3YWU5NzJmMTEyMTMyMDc2YzZiOGMyNTU4NDdlNDI3YjUifQ%3D%3D&td=t. 

 .click&bemobdata=c%3Df84cec94-089f-4dbd-8b13-2f9dde-
a20bb4..a%3D0..b%3D1#

Eventually the links became even shorter, which makes it much more 
complicated to analyze and respond to such violations. Links like the one 
below are extremely difficult (and sometimes even impossible) to explain 
to regulators.

https://eu.  .click/cz/i12/brand/  /

Another problem in eliminating this type of scam is how the links work.

When users click on a banner, contextual ad, or malicious link in an email 
or text message, they do not end up on a static website straight away. 
They are first redirected to various resources where the user’s data 
(such as geolocation, language, browser, and Internet service provider) 
is collected.

Based on that information, a final scam link is created automatically. This 
link, which includes a timestamp (data about a specific date and time), 
is individual: it only works once and only for a specific user.

This tactic presents several challenges for those fighting scams:

• It is less likely that such links will be detected.

• Response is much more complicated.

• The resource is active for longer.
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The most interesting part is the content of fake websites— it can 
be anything. The page can mimic a randomly chosen brand or a brand 
that the victim uses regularly.

Such websites feature fake surveys supposedly created by major compa-
nies. Scammers promise a prize for completing the survey. After completing 
it, however, users are asked to fill out a form with their personal details 
in order to receive the prize. The requested data usually includes:

• Full name

• Email address

• Postal address and ZIP code

• Phone number

• Card number and expiration date

• CVV

Templates for such phishing websites differ:

Fig. 7. Phishing website templates
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After obtaining the data, scammers can make purchases on online stores, 
sell the data on the black market, and register on online resources using 
the stolen online identity..

Sometimes they ask the user to transfer a certain sum, for example 
as a trial payment or as tax for the prize. 

Fig. 8. An end page after  
a scam survey

Individual links are dangerous not just because of phishing pages. They 
can involve other monetization methods, malware, direct money with-
drawals, and registrations for paid subscriptions.
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Countries whose brands are most often attacked

Like many successful large-scale illegal undertakings, targeted scams 
emerged in Russia and then spread worldwide. At the time of writing, 
this type of scam has been seen in more than 90 countries, with over 
120 brands used as bait. 

Threat actors are particularly interested in major telecommunications 
companies, which are leaders in given countries and account for more 
than 50% of all targeted brands.

The number of potential victims is huge. Fake survey websites are visited 
by more than 5,000 people per day on average. Group-IB experts esti-
mate that losses could amount to as much as $80 million per month*. 
In addition, users have their personal data stolen and risk their devices 
being infected with malware. 

Based on the templates discovered, the regions most often targeted 
by targeted scams are Europe (36.2%), Africa (24.2%), and Asia (23.1%).

Regions vulnerable to targeted scam campaigns

*  The calculation formula is as follows: 
number of websites * minimal website 
visitor conversion rate * average 
sum stolen on a phishing resource. 
Calculations were made once for each 
country.

Country %

 India 42

 Thailand 7

 Indonesia 4

 Europe 17

 Other 30

Region %

Europe 36

Africa 24

APAC 23

South and Latin America 8

Middle East 7

North America 2

Industry %

 Telecommunications  56

 E-commerce  23

 Retail  12

 Media and gaming  5

 Electronics manufacturers  2

 Other  2

This information was uncovered because the servers on which such 
resources were hosted divide all templates by country.

In other words, each template on a server is in a folder related to a given 
country. One brand could be used multiple times, with each folder having 
a different language depending on the country.

Data about the source of traffic, broken down by country, was collected for 
each end resource containing scam content. The main sources of traffic 
for such resources are India (42.2%), Thailand (7%), and Indonesia (4.4%).
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In general, the geography and number of brands involved in this scam 
are vast in scope. Most companies are well-known international brands, 
and the list includes at least half of all countries. 

There is at least one template for each country. On average, at least three 
well-known brands are used for each country. 

Brands are sometimes used more than once, but the language of the 
template is different. The scam involves over 120 unique brands in total.

The most common template used in the scam is a promise to receive 
a prize for taking part in a survey: a MacBook, Sony PlayStation 5, iPad 
Pro, or the latest Apple and Samsung phones.

Structure of targeted links

Targeted links can be divided into several parts. 

In the first part of the link, users are sent to a directory on a website that 
is used to store the material tailored depending on available information 
(such as their country, location, brand).

Below are examples of links with various directories:

https://  .click/rs/122/1/33/?track=go.  . 
click&key=eyJ0aW1lc3RhbXAiOiIxNjI2MDkxMzE4IiwiaGFzaCI6IjR-
jNjdmMWVhZjYwNzc0NTA5ODNjNmVlMDgxYmQxM2E2YWU5NWNhZjAifQ%3D%3D&be-
mobdata=c%3D448f750d-40b8-49d1-8426-e09bef4d3f38..l%3D54032268-0e90-
420a-b4f2-bffd0954d0ae..a%3D0..b%3D0..r%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.
google.com%252F#

https://sg.  .click/kr/i12/brand/
 /?ts=08e29a07-b84a-41cf-a9c0-1cb114072fbc&camp=&-

zone=&landid=22b8a4d3-9ef6-496e-bf40-a48c5e1fff2d&osv=Windows%20
10.0&isp=  %20  &tid=08e29a07-b84a-41cf-a9c0-1cb-
114072fbc&key=eyJ0aW1lc3RhbXAiOiIxNjI2MDk2MTUwIiwiaGFzaCI6IjJhN-
jllZWU1YmI1ZjViZTJiODgwODJmMDA4NDk3YjRjMGQwODE3M2MifQ%3D%3D&td=t. 

 .click&bemobdata=c%3D9265ab6c-bff5-4bf2-85fc-7bc1dbb-
4daa9..l%3D22b8a4d3-9ef6-496e-bf40-a48c5e1fff2d..a%3D0..b%3D1#

The link can contain information about the device’s operating system, 
browser, IP address, etc.

The track is usually the domain of the initial smart link, where cloaking 
starts and which is almost always a legal platform.

Next is a Base64-encoded key, which contains a timestamp and hash. 
These parameters are used to identify each particular user.

Below are examples of links with different hashes:

https://  .click/it/s20i11/  /?osv=Windows%2010.0&isp=
 %20Telecom&tid=1aa56077-f400-4910-92c6-bb249266438d&key=ey-

J0aW1lc3RhbXAiOiIxNjA4MTA2MDg3IiwiaGFzaCI6IjdiNGY3YmJkMzhkMzVkMDg4OD-
djYzdlMWY2Mzk5NWZjZGNlZmQxMzEifQ%3D%3D&td=t.  .click&bemob-
data=c%3D23150be1-e444-4aa1-b631-33e989cb3f2d..a%3D0..b%3D0#
key = {«timestamp»:»1608106087»,»hash»:»7b4f7bbd38d35d08887cc7e1f-
63995fcdcefd131»} - via base64 encoding
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https://nsg.  .click/au/20/1/2/?track=go.  . 
click&key=eyJ0aW1lc3RhbXAiOiIxNjI2MDkwNTk2IiwiaGFzaCI6IjJhYjY5ZmU2Z-
DU0ZjE0MGJmYzI3YjMyN2I1NzdlMTdhYWFlMjc1MDUifQ%3D%3D&bemobdata=c%3D-
becb4768-3b61-47b9-8dd8-a6633197096b..l%3D2b5bb6f7-cd86-49e5-afb6-
013d10a5ea16..a%3D0..b%3D0..r%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.google.
com%252F#
key = {“timestamp”:”1626090596”,”hash”:”2ab69fe6d54f140bfc27b-
327b577e17aaae27505”} - via base64 encoding

The last element in the link is a blob link. If we combine it with the track, 
we can visit the page with the content— along with a little luck, given that 
we need the correct user agent and IP address.

Associated resources

Group-IB specialists discovered at least 60 domain name networks 
where targeted links are created. On average, each network has more 
than 70 domain names.

Fig. 9. A graph with the structure 
of domain names

The largest network discovered contains 232 domain names. It is possible 
that not all the websites are currently active. A large number of domain 
names is created in order to quickly move traffic to another domain name 
if an active resource is blocked. This way scammers ensure that their 
scheme continues to operate. 

Often, a large number of domain names within a network does not mean 
that the network is the most visited. 

The screenshot below shows a network with 51 domain names used 
to host targeted links. This is one of the most visited networks discovered 
by Group-IB experts.
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Fig. 10. A network of resources 
involved in targeted links

On average, around 4,640 people per day click on the targeted links 
featuring the domain finalopnon.click, which suggests that scammers 
actively attract traffic and ensure that their work is not disrupted if the 
website is blocked.

The domain names within that network are visited by 330,993 people 
daily — an average of 6,620 people per domain name. This means that 
nearly 10 million people per month are deceived by scammers in that 
network alone.

Risks for brands and users

Targeted scams pose risks not just for users but also brands. Companies 
suffer reputational and financial losses: a user that has been tricked 
by an impersonated brand once is less likely to engage with that brand 
in the future.

There are many other risks that are difficult to predict. For example, 
a platform may have accounts stolen on a large scale, which are then used 
to launder money. If such an incident is investigated, the company’s repu-
tation could be hit hard, with regulators imposing a fine on the company.

When advertising networks buy or sell illegal traffic, they put their repu-
tation— and consequently their customers and revenues— at risk.

Fraudulent Schemes 
on a Blogging platform 
(the Middle East)
In spring 2021, Group-IB’s Digital Risk Protection (DRP) analysts detected 
a fraudulent scheme on the popular blogging platform Blogspot. The 
scheme was aimed at users from Arabic-speaking countries in the Middle 
East. The threat actors illegally used more than 130 popular brands from 
all over the world and various industries: telecom, retail, entertainment 
industry, etc.
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Overall, Group-IB analysts identified more than 4,300 fraudulent Blogspot 
pages, and all were registered by a group that comprises more than 100 
accounts.

The scammers used a tried-and-tested scheme: using bait in the form 
of giveaways from famous brands, cash prize draws from celebrities, 
and job competitions from government organizations. The threat actors 
stole credentials and attracted traffic to other fraudulent websites. More 
than 500,000 Internet users per month visited the websites in question.

How the scheme works

Victims fall for the bait when they agree to take part in what appears 
to be a promotional campaign organized by a famous brand, government 
organization, or celebrity in order to win a prize or cash or be offered a job 
for participating in a survey or for playing a round of Wheel of Fortune.

Fig. 11. A social media post with a link 
to a fraudulent blog

Fig. 12. A WhatsApp message with 
a link to a fraudulent blog

Scammers might also ask victims to enter their full name, phone number, 
city of residence, education level, or employer of choice. 
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Regardless of the answers given or the outcome of spinning the Wheel 
of Fortune, all users are told that they are a winner and are asked to share 
a link to the website (or one with similar giveaways) with 5 to 20 WhatsApp 
contacts. The tactic helps scammers expand their pool of potential victims.

After victims send the required number of messages, they are redirected 
to other fraudulent websites: new giveaways, scam dating websites, and 
websites with browser extensions. In the worst-case scenario, victims 
end up on a malicious or phishing website. 

Fig. 13. Fraudulent Blogspot page 
where victims are asked to share the 
giveaway link with their WhatsApp 
contacts

The threat actors mainly targeted telecom companies: fraudsters exploited 
at least 47 brands belonging to telecom companies. They also targeted 
customers of retail, entertainment, and automotive brands.

industry %

 Telecommunications  35

 Government sector  10

 Retail  10

 Media and entertainment  6

 Automotive  6

 Electronics  4

 Oil & gas  4

 Fast food  4

 Other  21

Victim brand distribution 
by industry
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Threat actors exploited not only company brands but also personal 
brands belonging to celebrities, including members of the royal family 
of Saudi Arabia. 

The fraudulent campaign targeted 16 Arabian-speaking countries: Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, Sudan, Morocco, Egypt, Bahrain, Iraq, Yemen, 
Palestine, the UAE, Algeria, Lebanon, Qatar, Syria, and Oman. Some 
English-speaking Internet users from Turkey and Nigeria also fell victim 
to the attack.

Сountry %

 Saudi Arabia 27

 Jordan 11

 UAE 12

 Kuwait 8

 Egypt 7

 Lebanon 5

 Bahrain 4

 Palestine 4

 Sudan 3

 Morocco 3

 Iraq 3

 Yemen 3

 Oman 3

 Other 7

The hacker group did not always use famous brands and celebrities on their 
websites. Group-IB specialists also uncovered fake dating websites and 
phishing giveaways.

To lure users to scam websites, fraudsters sent bulk WhatsApp messages, 
configured pop-up windows, and used Google Ads, a contextual targeting 
system. The first Blogspot account created by the group was registered 
in August 2013. The number of registered accounts peaked in 2018, after 
which the threat actors continued to create new accounts in 2019 and 
2020. To this day, fraudulent pages are created on certain accounts using 
names and designs belonging to various brands.

Distribution of victimized  
brands by country

The timeline of the Blogspot 
account registration
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A distinctive feature of this group is their use of Blogspot functions 
in their schemes.

Fig. 14. A fraudulent Blogspot 
page where victims are asked 
to share a link to a survey with their 
WhatsApp contacts

Blogspot is used not only to register fake pages that imitate famous 
brands, but for other purposes as well: the service functions as a data 
storage or a CDN (Content Delivery Network) of sorts — it stores media 
content and page code. In some cases, the data is loaded to separate 
domains, which allows fraudsters to limit expenses for hosting services.

Blogspot can also serve as a service to shorten URL addresses and redi-
rect users to fraudulent domain names. Search engines consider it safe 
to click on such links and do not display warnings about potentially risky 
websites.
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It is difficult to detect a page where the redirect takes place, especially 
for common users, because the redirect happens instantly and the user 
simply does not have enough time to notice.

Attack attribution

It is easy to establish how various elements of the hacker group’s infrastruc-
ture are connected. Besides identical names (more than 51.9% of profiles 
had od.company in the name), the registered accounts distribute the 
same links via WhatsApp and cross-reference links, as well as domain 
groups. All of these facts suggest that these profiles most likely belong 
to one group of threat actors.

Below is a high-level example of grouping investigated accounts based 
on the source of traffic, Google statistics, and connections between 
domains:

Fig. 15. An example of correlating the 
studied accounts by traffic source, 
Google statistics, and links between 
domains

Operational scheme of fraudulent 
Blogspot pages
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The group uses more than 100 accounts, and the number is constantly 
growing. In the first half of 2021, the number of pages created by these 
accounts more than doubled. The first accounts belonging to the threat 
actor group were registered in 2013, which is highly unusual. In most 
cases, fraudulent pages seldom work longer than a few months. Yet the 
group has been active for more than 6 years. 

In addition to Blogspot, the threat actor group uses many other tools 
as well, including social media ads and messenger mailouts.

Fig. 16. Example of a mailout

QR codes, entry passes, 
and certificates
In Russia, the COVID-19 pandemic, vaccinations, and strict quarantine 
conditions created a fertile ground for fraudsters. They manipulated 
victims using the latter’s fears, biases, and sometimes plain ignorance. 
In July 2021, Group-IB experts analyzed fraud types that sprung to life 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. As of early July, the most popular type 
of fraud was selling fake vaccination certificates. Fake PCR and antibody 
tests were in second place. Third place was held by fraudulent QR codes 
that are required to enter restaurants and cafes.
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Fig. 17. Illegal offers of fake 
vaccination certificates  
and QR codes

The first fraud schemes to sell fake digital passes were detected from 
late March to early April 2020, when the Moscow government imposed 
stricter quarantine requirements and prohibited people from moving 
around the city without a special permit.

In May 2020, Group-IB detected 185 resources that sold fake passes: 
28 websites, 59 social media groups and accounts, and 98 Telegram chan-
nels. Group-IB blocked 109 resources out of those detected (27 websites, 
37 social media groups and accounts, 45 Telegram channels).

Since early September 2021, Group-IB’s Digital Risk Protection team has 
identified 3,158 new offers to sell vaccination certificates— 20 times more 
than just a few months earlier in summer 2021. Most new offers were 
published in Telegram chats. Compared to summer 2021, the wait time 
for a fake certificate and the price have changed. Back then, the price 
varied from $35 to $350, and it took about three weeks to issue a certifi-
cate. At the time of writing, certificates cost between $54 and $162, and 
sellers promise to deliver them in as little as three days.

Fake dates
It has been several years since the fake date scheme was first mentioned 
on hacker forums. The gist was simple — on a popular dating website 
or dating app, an attractive woman invites the victim to a private cinema 
for a romantic seance for two. The victim is asked to purchase tickets 
from a phishing website.

Mass media covered the scheme extensively, after which it all but disap-
peared. But an outbreak of internet fraud during the pandemic, combined 
with the automation and scaling-up of new scenarios, resulted in the fake 
date scheme experiencing a revival.
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Fig. 18.  Invites to fake dates

In 2021, the most common venues suggested for fake dates were theatres 
and stand-up comedy shows. By a “stroke of luck,” the “woman” has 
a ticket to a theatre performance or comedy show that she was given 
as a birthday present, but her mother can no longer join her, or she simply 
has no one else to go with.

The woman sends the QR code of her ticker and suggests that the victim 
buy a seat next to her and then sends a link to buy the ticket. Playing on their 
gullibility, threat actors sometimes convince their victims to complete two 
or three more money transfers, under the ruse of purchasing another 
ticket or returning the money. 

Based on public complaints, graphical analysis, and investigations into 
criminal communities from the inside, CERT specialists identified more 
than 716 domain names involved in fake date scams, with more than 60% 
of them registered since the beginning of 2021.

Not only did the fake date scheme grow in scale and scope, it also adopted 
methods and technologies used as part of the most popular fraudulent 
scheme in the last two years: Classiscam.

Fake dates: increase in the number 
of fraudulent resources and criminal 
groups in 2019–2021
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After investigating the identified domain names in depth, CERT-GIB 
specialists found connections between domain names used in the fake 
date and Classiscam frauds. Moreover, in some cases, the domain names 
were registered by the same people.

Fig. 19. Graph showing the 
correlation between emails  
and fake accounts

The fake date scheme almost mirrored the hierarchy of Classiscam, as well 
as its technical base and functional model. All steps taken by participants 
are coordinated via Telegram, which contains dedicated chat bots with 
ready-to-use phishing websites for various platforms (cinemas, theatres, 
restaurants, hookah bars, etc.). The chatbots have ticket and till slip gener-
ation mechanisms and take user behavior into account. There are also 
Telegram channels with payment information and worker chats. All the 
necessary products (including Telegram bots) are sold on a turnkey basis.

Fake social compensation 
and benefits
In light of the alarming news about the COVID-19 pandemic, staff short-
ages, and a looming financial crisis, Group-IB discovered that a new type 
of fraud was quickly becoming increasingly popular: users who had already 
suffered at the hands of cybercriminals were offered compensation 
or a VAT refund in return for taking part in a fake survey or “unscrupulous” 
lottery. Instead, their money and bank card data were stolen.

The “Federal Organization for Fighting COVID-19,” a new fraudulent 
website created on behalf of an imaginary institution, offers to pay 
Russian citizens $120 from the national government as a form of welfare 
assistance. The website informs visitors that the government institution 
has already allocated some $232,000,000 and provided financial help 
to 23 million people.
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To be eligible for the welfare payment, users only need to have a bank 
card. Visitors are asked to fill out a form with their personal details and 
provide bank card data including the CVV code. The money is supposedly 
sent within 5 working days. In reality, victims share their personal data 
and bank card details with the fraudsters, risking immediate theft and 
their data being used in other fraud schemes. Unfortunately, the scheme 
targets the most vulnerable social groups.

Fig. 20. Message about social 
welfare payment

Threat actors often pose as non-existent organizations such as the “United 
reimbursement center,” “National lottery union,” or “Center for financial 
protection.” In addition to the standard ways of recruiting victims through 
mailings, messengers, and social media, fraudsters use fake mass media 
interviews with people who supposedly have already received compen-
sation in order to build trust with prospective victims.

Fig. 21. Compensation 
announcement purporting 
to be from the United  
reimbursement center
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As a rule, attacks begin with mass mailouts via messengers, email, or social 
media. CERT-GIB specialists believe that fraudsters conduct spam mailouts 
and mass targeted messaging to people who have already fallen victim 
to fraud given that in various schemes (e.g., the Rabbit hole scheme) 
threat actors intentionally collect user data (credentials, phone numbers, 
email addresses) and repeatedly send spam messages or links to new 
fraudulent campaigns.

Fig. 22. Fake news and spam 
mailouts

In cases involving VAT refunds, fraudsters chose a more sophisticated 
promotion model: in social networks groups, they shared a fake interview from 
a site mimicking the popular Russian news portal “A 76-year-old pensioner 
received $2,200 as a VAT refund and spent everything on a stripper.” Next 
to the post, there was news about the COVID-19 pandemic, quarantine, 
and testimonials from other lucky people who had received compen-
sation. A link in the interview led to a landing page of the “Center for 
financial protection,” where visitors were offered to calculate the exact 
VAT refund amount.

To receive a refund in return for participating in a survey or lottery, visitors 
are asked to calculate the compensation amount by entering the last four 
digits of their bank card (six digits on the “Center for financial protection” 
website). According to the fraudsters’ claims the compensation amount 
is calculated based on the visitor’s IP address and location (country, city).

By entering random numbers, Group-IB specialists found that they were 
“eligible” to receive around $3,200 ($2,500 as compensation + $700 
as “insurance”). The vulnerability (the fact that a user can enter random 
numbers) suggests that the fraudsters tried to bait not only victims 
of previous campaigns, but random visitors as well. Of course, every 
visitor was eligible for compensation. To make the story more convincing, 
the website contained numerous positive reviews and “success stories” 
from the lucky ones who had received compensation and shared their 
satisfaction.

https://www.group-ib.com/media/rabbit-hole-sg/
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Fig. 23. Compensation “approved” 
after entering random numbers

After the compensation amount was calculated and the payment approved, 
users were asked to answer questions from a “lawyer working at the 
insurance payment department.” The lawyer’s avatar appeared in the chat 
pop-up window. The fake lawyer asked the victim to fill in a questionnaire 
including full name and phone number, and then pay for the paperwork 
to be processed. Of course, the conversation with the lawyer was just 
a sham. All the messages were scripted for the chat bot, which suggests 
that the scheme was highly advanced, from a technological point of view.

To dissuade victims from leaving the website, the hackers would threaten 
them with losing the compensation, quoting a non-existent rule (“On insur-
ance benefits No. 319, p. 22”) according to which, if defrauded users 
do not claim compensation within 24 hours, the money is returned to the 
online survey organizers.

The next step is a classic tactic: to receive the compensation, victims 
were asked to pay a small amount— usually up to $14— for legal assis-
tance in completing the questionnaire. If victims followed the link, they 
were redirected to a phishing website on which the organizers of the 
double fraud campaign would ask for bank card credentials (card number, 
owner’s full name, CVV code). As with past fraud schemes, a small payment 
was withdrawn from the victim’s account while their bank card credentials 
fell into the hands of cybercriminals.

Fake ticket sales 
In 2020–2021, due to the pandemic and resulting border closures, fraud-
sters were quite late with launching their favorite scheme that involved 
selling plane and train tickets as well as hotel reservations at foreign 
and domestic resorts. However, as soon as COVID-19 gave some ground 
in May-July 2021, the number of searches containing the “plane tickets” 
key words almost doubled compared to the previous months. Before 
the national holidays, summer break and vacation season, threat actors 
became more active, closely following in the news agenda and extensively 
using social engineering techniques to attract potential victims.
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Train tickets

Before the May holiday season in Russia in 2021, Group-IB uncovered 
a phishing attack targeting Russian citizens with the aim of stealing their 
money and payment data: fraudsters created a network of fake pages 
that allegedly sold e-tickets for Sapsan trains.

The fraud scheme involved a classic scenario: while searching for affordable 
Sapsan tickets, victims would be drawn to ads and end up on fraudulent 
websites. After clicking on an ad, they were redirected to a phishing site 
created with iframe, a legitimate HTML component that allows users 
to embed third-party content in their website. Victims seeking to purchase 
affordable tickets online would enter their bank card details and as a result 
lose their money and bank card data.

Fig. 24. An example of a fake website 
allegedly offering Sapsan tickets

Plane tickets

A similar fraud scheme involved plane tickets. To deceive Internet users, 
fraudsters often use popular airline and tour operator brands. Fake 
websites not only illegally use logos and brands belonging to famous 
companies, they also steal money from travelers. Criminals obtain bank 
card data that they can use for online purchases.

The scheme is simple: after choosing a flight date and destination, the 
aggregator offers victims the option to purchase tickets online. The victim 
enters their bank card data in a dedicated form and loses their money. For 
example, flights from Moscow to Sochi were sold for $50, to Simferopol 
for $58, and to Saint Petersburg from $40. Fake services are promoted 
mainly through spam and online ads.
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Fig. 25. A website selling  
fake plane tickets

The scheme’s target audience are smartphone users, since in most cases 
phishing websites can be accessed only from on mobile devices. Some 
resources were created before quarantine restrictions were introduced, 
but due to the pandemic the websites became active only when borders 
started to open.

In April 2021, Group-IB specialists identified 50 phishing websites that 
sold cheap plane tickets. By comparison, in the whole of 2020, only 
56 such resources were found. Nine were uncovered in January 2021, five 
in February, and none in March. The scheme’s popularity peaked in the 
last week of April after Vladimir Putin declared holidays from May 1 to 10. 
Malicious resources often popped up in Yandex/Google search results 
for “buy plane tickets,” “cheap plane tickets,” and other similar terms.

Vishing (fraudulent  
phone calls) 
Vishing (voice phishing) is a relatively old but still popular type of tele-
phone fraud. In the past, people received calls saying “Mum, I was taken 
to the police station, I need money.” or “I got in a car accident, please help 
me.” Modern-day fraudsters are more subtle. They introduce themselves 
as bank security service staff or police officers investigating vishing 
attacks. As in past schemes, fraudsters aim to persuade victims to share 
their CVV or an SMS code, install a remote-control app, or transfer money. 
In the past, most calls were made from jails, but the situation has now 
changed. Fraudulent call centers are still controlled by criminals, but their 
operators are now “on the loose.”

Fraudsters who operate by phone are strong judges of character who 
know how to deceive victims. They also possess detailed information 
about the people they deal with, which makes the vishing schemes more 
believable and therefore effective. Fraudster groups run background 
checks on their victims (a popular service on the underground market) 
and use data from multiple leaks.

The typical scenario is as follows: fraudsters call the customer of a bank. 
To make their phone number identical to that of the bank’s call center, 
they use special IP telephony services that fake your phone number 
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or use the letters OOO instead of the numbers 000.

The fraudsters introduce themselves as employees of the bank security 
department or customer service team. To make their story more believable, 
they use names of existing bank departments or even real employees, 
which they find in open sources or leaked databases.

Fig. 26. Services provided 
by fraudsters

The bank’s customer receives a call about a “recently detected problem.” 
The security department has supposedly noticed an attempt to break into 
the customer’s personal online bank account or perform an unauthorized 
transaction.

To gain the victim’s trust, fraudsters start by sharing information, rather 
than requesting it. They give factual information about the victim: full 
name, passport details, bank card number, and even account balance. 
Such data can be purchased on underground resources and hacker 
forums. Fraudsters can also order background checks on dedicated 
Telegram channels. Often users themselves leave many traces on the 
Internet, including passport and bank card scans.

• After discovering the user’s CVV code, threat actors are able to make 
small purchases online that do not require one-time password verification 
via SMS. Alternatively they sell the compromised data wholesale through 
a card shop. In such cases, each card sold can bring them between 
1 and 5 US dollars. In most cases, cards are sold wholesale.

• If the banking customer uses two-factor authentication, they are asked 
for the secret SMS code sent by the bank because it is supposedly 
the only way to cancel a transaction that has already been authorized. 
Instead, the victim’s money goes to the fraudsters’ account.

According to Sberbank, fraudsters made 
15 million calls to Russian citizens in 
2020. In other words, every tenth call in 
Russia is made by threat actors. 80% of 
threat actors who supposedly represent 
banks and insurance companies use fake 
phone numbers. In 2020, the Bank of 
Russia asked mobile phone operators to 
block 26,400 phone numbers (86% more 
than in 2019), while the losses suffered 
by banking customers increased by half 
and amounted to around 9 billion rubles 
($123,000,000), mainly due to fraudulent 
call centers.
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In the first half of 2021, the most popular tool to manage, distribute, and 
control phishing resources was Telegram, which was also used as a plat-
form to advertise phishing services (Phishing-as-a-Service) and scams 
(Scam-as-a-Service).

When distributing phishing resources, threat actors focused on:

• SMS messages (smishing), which involves creating links via link shortening 
services;

• using QR codes in phishing messages, which conceals the resource’s final 
URL address behind an image;

• links from legitimate services, when a threat actor leaves a fraudulent 
message to direct the user to a phishing resource via a link contained 
in a notification; and

• leaving phishing links in search engine ads in order to lure more traffic 
to the fraudulent resource. 

To bypass detection, threat actors use the following basic techniques: 

• using iframe, which saves the core of the phishing resource and makes 
it possible to use it on many other resources; 

• using parked pages that mimic legitimate content available to users 
who use untargeted ways to access phishing content (e.g., if phishing 
is only available via mobile devices and proxy servers); 

• blocking access to content using regional white and black lists 
of addresses; and

• stealing domain names that do not have associated hosting accounts. 

As was predicted in the Hi-Tech Crime Trends 2020/2021 report, one 
of the main trends in bypassing phishing detection was using one-time 
or short-term links. The Classiscam campaign, which is still active, uses 
this detection bypassing technique by creating unique pages available 
for a short time only.

The many fraud schemes and their variations, the automation of most attack 
stages, targeted campaigns aimed at specific companies or industries, 
as well as extensive opportunities for concealing cybercrime activity, all 
became technological footholds for the outbreak of online scam. Detailed 
information about current trends in online scam and phishing attacks 
is presented below.

https://www.group-ib.com/resources/threat-research/2020-report.html
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Interrelated development of SaaS 
and PhaaS enabled by Telegram
Recently, the fraud schemes Classiscam and its analogues, which use the 
Scam-as-a-Service approach, have shown that SaaS and PhaaS are closely 
related: a worker is provided with the scam tools necessary to search 
for victims and lead them to the phishing page, as well as phishing kits 
to finish the attack and steal the victim’s money.

With each day, Telegram becomes more and more popular as a tool used 
by scammers and phishers. The messenger has various functions: it can 
be used to generate phishing pages, control scam commands, and collect 
and sell data, or simply as a way for threat actors to communicate.

Classiscam is the largest and most well-known campaign that combines 
SaaS and PhaaS and is implemented exclusively via Telegram. It has been 
mentioned in Group-IB reports on several occasions. Scam groups that 
use the fake date scheme also chose to fully transfer their infrastructure 
to Telegram. The next section provides a detailed description of these 
campaigns.

Fig. 27. A Telegram bot used in a fake 
date scheme

In the first half of 2021, 6.6% of all phishing kits used Telegram API, 
in particular to transfer stolen data to threat actors. In comparison, in the 
second half of 2020, Telegram was used only in 0.8% of phishing kits.

Fig. 28. Telegram API used  
in a phishing kit
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Fig. 29. Telegram channel used 
by threat actors and containing 
information about stolen money

Phishing resources created and controlled via Telegram bots have also 
become highly popular recently. Using only their phone, threat actors can 
order a phishing resource and control all its operations while receiving 
notifications about compromised victims. The technique belongs to the 
Phishing-as-a-Service category — phishing services provided on under-
ground forums on a turnkey basis to a wide circle of users.

To create and control a resource, scammer groups usually deploy a dedi-
cated bot that offers various targeted phishing platform options, choice 
of domain name, and link delivery options. The bot also connects the 
so-called callers, i.e. individuals who make calls about payments for the 
order, goods, service, or delivery.

Moreover, there is sometimes a dedicated chat where the threat actors 
share the most effective phishing techniques and receive notifications 
about “big booties.”

Use of QR codes
Threat actors still use QR codes as part of their attacks, mainly because 
most security solutions do not detect QR codes. By using QR codes, 
threat actors can switch the target of the attack from email to the mobile 
device used by the potential victim.
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This presents new opportunities for cybercriminals because it means 
that they can use vulnerabilities via exploits that target mobile devices. 
In the Netherlands, Group-IB identified various attacks where threat 
actors used QR codes at the initial stage of the scam. The hackers sent 
a malicious or untrusted URL address hidden in the QR code. After scan-
ning the QR code, the victims were redirected to a phishing page. The 
threat actors then tried to obtain the required information from the victim 
by imitating an official website.

The schemes are similar to widely popular attacks that do not involve 
QR codes.

Selling phishing websites/scripts 
on a turnkey basis
Phishing services provided on a turnkey basis are also popular. On under-
ground forums, various ready-to-use phishing websites are sold— from 
pizza shops and websites with fake promotional campaigns purporting 
to be from banks and classic scams in the style of the “United compensation 
center.” It is noteworthy that apart from scripts intended for harvesting 
the bank card data of customers in Russia, sellers also offer scripts that 
aim to steal bank card data of US bank customers.

Fig. 30. Offer to sell  
a ready-to-use script

The price for ready-to-use phishing websites ranges from $7 to $95. In many 
cases, such websites can be used to accrue stolen money in dedicated 
Telegram channels. The service can also include initial training, support 
for the phishing website operation, and special manuals.

Stolen bank card data are either used to withdraw money or are resold.

Besides bank card data, fraudsters sell ready-to-use solutions designed 
to steal various account data, in most cases social media and gaming 
accounts.
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The price for such products is significantly lower (between 7 and 
14 US dollars) and some are even distributed for free. The products 
include a functionality that saves stolen data in Telegram channels, and 
users of vk.com social network, which is popular in Russia and CIS. 

In most cases, phishing websites that target social media users focus 
on Instagram, TikTok, and Telegram.

Fig. 31. Offer to sell a ready-to-use 
phishing website targeted at vk.com 
users

Fig. 32. Phishing website aimed 
at TikTok users
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As for gaming accounts, the most popular targets for threat actors are 
Steam users.

Fig. 33. Steam phishing

The main difference between phishing that targets gaming and attacks 
against social media accounts is how the stolen account data is subse-
quently used (apart from being resold). With gaming accounts, fraudsters 
sell inventory items belonging to players on special marketplaces and 
Telegram bots. Prices range from 1.5 to 8 US dollars for regular items, 
while the price of unique items is virtually unlimited.

Fig. 34. Telegram bot to buy Steam 
accounts
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Phishing panels for rent
Another current trend on thematic forums is the distribution of phishing 
panels. To use such panels, users must pay a symbolic amount of money, 
on average from 0.25 to 0.75 US dollars per day.

Fig. 35. Phishing links generated 
in various phishing panels

Fig. 36. A phishing website 
generated in a phishing panel

The functionality of such panels enables cybercriminals to choose 
a targeted brand and generate referral links for various distribution 
contexts, for instance voting. All user logs are stored in the panel or, as has 
become the norm, sent directly to Telegram bots. In many cases, the 
collected logs are immediately bought by phishing panel owners, which 
allows for effortless monetization of social engineering skills.
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Phishing kits for sale
In addition to the sale of access to panels, services for creating and selling 
phishing kits remain popular. Phishing kits are usually created to be sold 
on the dark web to less skilled cybercriminals. Sometimes, in about 10% 
of cases, phishing kit developers leave a loophole for themselves that 
allows them to steal data that has already been stolen or even gain control 
over the website.

To steal data, all a developer needs to do is, for example, secretly specify 
an additional email address, to which the stolen data will be sent. In the 
example below, the buyer of a phishing kit is asked to specify an email 
address in the “yourmail” variable:

Fig. 37. Specifying the 
criminal’s email address in the 
phishing kit

In this case, the send function uses not only the variable “yourmail,” but 
the array “send” in which, in addition to the “legitimate” email address, 
there is a “token” decoded from hexadecimal code.

Fig. 38. Example of hidden data sent 
to the phishing kit author

The “token” variable is initialized with a POST request from other scripts 
that control receiving victim data.

Fig. 39. Initializing the variable 
“token” with a hex string
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After decoding, the string looks as follows:

Fig. 40. Decoded data from the 
variable “token”

Developers go beyond hiding additional email addresses: sometimes 
Group-IB researchers come across scripts that open web shells of which 
phishing kits buyers are not aware. A web shell is a malicious script 
(program) that cybercriminals use to control other people’s websites and 
servers. Web shells can be designed to execute terminal commands, brute 
force passwords, access the file system, and more. Vulnerabilities in the 
site code or password brute force are most often used to host the script.

In the example below, the web shell is stored in a script named robots.php.

Fig. 41. Example of a web shell built 
into a phishing kit

The web shell itself is a simple form that helps upload any file to the website:

Fig. 42. Web shell interface

Smishing
With mobile fraud becoming widespread, phishing via SMS (called 
“smishing”) has become more frequent. This technique, which makes 
it much easier for criminals to deceive their victims, has become common 
worldwide, including in countries in Europe, Asia, and South America.
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Fig. 43. Examples of phishing  
SMS messages

In 2021, Group-IB specialists observed an increase in the number of phishing 
links distributed via SMS. Such phishing attacks are most often targeted 
at bank users. The phishing links are spread through SMS messages with 
shortened URLs that ultimately lead to phishing resources.

What makes analyzing such resources so challenging is that phishing 
is available only for mobile networks of certain telecom operators and 
only on mobile devices. Using proxy servers or mobile user agents will 
prevent phishing pages from being displayed. As such, if a link is opened 
without the previously specified conditions being met, the user will see 
a blank page or be redirected to the bank’s official website. More detailed 
information about ways to disguise phishing content is presented below.

Fig. 44. Example of a phishing  
SMS campaign

Smishing is also widely used in scams targeting users of email providers 
and free classifieds sites.
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Use of legitimate services 
for phishing attacks
For several years, a trend among cybercriminals has been using (both 
directly and indirectly) legitimate services: Jivo, Zoom, Wordpress, Google, 
etc. This type of attack has become especially commonplace during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Many popular services and products allow users (after or during registra-
tion) to send an invitation to this platform to other users. This is conve-
nient because users only need to specify the email addresses of people 
they want to invite. However, scammers began to use the functionality 
for their own illicit purposes.

When hackers send such invitations, the invitations do, in fact, come 
from a genuine service provider, the sender’s address is not forged, and 
the email will most likely bypass spam filters. The email contains a link 
to a fraudulent resource, however, the ultimate goal of which is often 
to collect user bank card data.

Below are just a few examples of the most popular legitimate services 
being used illicitly. The main delivery vector is email. 

1. Campaign abusing Zoom

When users register in Zoom, they are prompted to create a profile by indi-
cating their full name, with the possibility to insert up to 64 characters 
in each field. Scammers leverage this function to insert luring phrases 
and links to fraudulent sites into these fields.

The scam campaign abuses Zoom’s capabilities. After someone registers, 
Zoom gives them the possibility to invite up to ten new users by entering 
their email addresses. Scammers enter the addresses of potential victims 
who receive an official notification on behalf of the videoconferencing 
service team (no-reply@zoom[.]us), but with content generated by Internet 
scammers.

Fig. 45. Scam email sent using Zoom
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2. Campaign abusing WordPress

WordPress (WP) is a Content Management System (CMS). Currently, 
a CMS is the most popular way to create a website.

A scammer registers with WordPress and reserves a domain but does 
not pay for it. The scammer then uses a personal account on the service 
to invite other users to their “project” by entering an email address and 
writing the invitation. In such cases, the invited users will receive an email 
from the legitimate domain wordpress.com. The email will contain informa-
tion about the possibility of receiving payment or compensation or other 
luring content.

Fig. 46. Scam email sent using 
WordPress

3. Using Google infrastructure (Google Forms, Apps Script, 
Google Calendar) as a wrapper for scam schemes.

A user receives an email with a Google form, for example. The email 
is sent from a genuine Google email address, but the form contains links 
to fraudulent sites offering refunds, compensation, or prizes.

Recently, the Google Apps Script platform has become popular. It is used 
by scammers to redirect victims to third-party fraudulent sites where the 
users are asked to pay a fee for taking part in a promotion, transferring 
or withdrawing funds, etc.

Fig. 47. Phishing resource  
to which victims are redirected  
from a scammer’s email
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4. Campaigns using Jivo

Jivo is a communication platform for talking to customers in a live chat 
on an organization’s website, via email, through instant messengers, etc.

When hackers register on Jivo, they can either specify the organiza-
tion’s official website as a domain and support agent (if the mailout 
to be launched will impersonate an existing brand) or specify a fraudulent 
link with typical keywords (“payments,” “credited,” etc.) as a domain, and 
“Payment Department” or similar string as the support agent.

Next, the hacker sends a fraudulent message to the form on the website, 
which is sent to any email address specified for the victim.

The hacker can send fraudulent emails from the legitimate Jivo domain. 
In addition, Jivo provides a two-week trial, which makes it possible to send 
phishing emails at no cost.

Fig. 48. Scam email sent using Jivo

Over the past year, CERT-GIB experts have identified many resources 
that use unusual techniques to access phishing content. Many of them 
are known, but Group-IB analysts have observed that they are being 
used more often.

iframe
Group-IB experts have noticed a trend that involves using resources 
that do not host phishing content on their websites but instead display 
a full-fledged phishing page. To conceal the fact that they are hosting 
phishing content, the criminals use iframe: a tool that embeds ready-made 
elements, which are hosted on an external source, on a page.

Fig. 49. Phishing page  
code using iframe
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The use of iframe can be seen by checking the page code. If iframe 
is in use, the page code will be almost empty, but the iframe tag with 
an external link makes it clear that phishing content is being loaded from 
a third-party resource that must also be blocked.

The challenge with responding to such resources is that after a phishing 
link is blocked, the phishing content itself will still be stored in another 
place, which means that it can be used by cybercriminals to create new 
phishing websites. When responding to such threats, it is therefore 
important to block not only the original resource, but also the one hosting 
the phishing content. 

Fake restaurants
Over the past year, CERT-GIB analysts came across resources whose 
domain names sound like well-known brands, but when the resource 
is opened from a workstation, the websites display a legitimate page 
of a random restaurant, fund, exchange, or other business— the so-called 
“parked page.” When the access settings are changed (proxy, user agent, 
window size, etc.), the way that the resource looks does not change.

Fig. 50. Examples of parked pages
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The point is that such phishing pages are designed to be opened only 
on small mobile devices: phones and tablets. The deceptive technique 
is used to confuse analysts and hide phishing content when a resource 
is examined. 

Content hiding options and access conditions may vary. Sometimes, if the 
necessary conditions are not met, users are redirected to a legitimate 
resource. In other cases, the page is made to look like a blocked page 
from a known provider. Often this method of concealing content is also 
related to the abovementioned iframe technique, but in this case it is used 
to display legitimate content.

Fig. 51. A fake blocked resource 
is indistinguishable from  
a genuine one

To create such pages, scammers use a technique called cloaking, which 
involves creating a page that displays different content depending on the 
access conditions. Some providers do not recommend using this technique 
because when searching for pages online, users may not find what they 
need. Providers also say that cloaking can be used to conceal the fact 
that a legitimate resource has been hacked from its owner. The website 
owner will see their own content on the page, but all other users will see 
a phishing page. There are many instructions on how to configure this 
masking technique on resources. Moreover, information on underground 
forums suggests that the technique is used for phishing.

The technique is linked to another method of hiding phishing content, 
which will be described further down in the report.

Unauthorized ads
With more and more resources using masking, cybercriminals can now 
hide fraudulent content from search engines. Usually, an ad block provided 
by each search engine is used to distribute phishing links. Cybercrimi-
nals promote phishing pages by paying for ads for legitimate resources. 
If access conditions are met, however, the links will lead to a phishing page.
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Fig. 52. Phishing ad

CERT-GIB analysts noticed that phishing content is often available on the 
above resources only on mobile devices. This is done to attract more 
victims: users will be looking for an online banking login page and the first 
search engine results are ads, on which victims are more likely to click.

Such resources sometimes use the following masking technique: a page 
can only be accessed after clicking on an ad first. This means that a link 
with phishing content cannot be followed directly, and instead of a phishing 
page, users will end up on a legitimate page on the domain name indi-
cated in the ad.

Negative comments 
on Instagram
This phishing technique relies on human curiosity. A cybercriminal with 
a private profile leaves offensive comments under Instagram photos. 
A user visits the profile, finds a link to a phishing site disguised as vk.com 
in the profile header, visits the website, logs in, and their login details are 
sent to the hacker.

Fig. 53. Examples of how phishing 
links targeting vk.com users are 
distributed

Stolen login details are usually sold. The average price is up to 40 cents 
per account depending on the number of friends and other characteristics.
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Blocking by IP address
In some cases, phishing content can be hidden from analysts and scan-
ning systems by simply blocking access through a blacklist.

Fig. 54. Various evasion techniques 
used in phishing kits

The conditions can rely on a number of factors, including IP address 
ranges, user agents, search bots, vendors of anti-phishing services and 
antivirus software, and Internet providers. The practice has existed for 
a long time, but scammers have recently become more interested in it. 
The longer a resource is hidden from defense systems, the more victims 
hackers can lure.

Regional whitelists

Fig. 55. Restrictions by country  
and language in the phishing kit

The opposite approach is when phishing content can be viewed only 
in certain regions or from certain providers. For example, victims who are 
customers of a regional bank are often located in the region where the 
bank is located and they access resources from devices in the regional 
provider’s network. It is easier to allow access from a specific region only 
than to block the rest of the world.
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The practice is common worldwide: in South and North America, Europe, 
Asia, and Africa. In some cases, the proxy must be changed to obtain 
access. In the case of advanced hackers, it is sometimes required to use 
SIM cards issued in the target country by a specific operator.

One-time links
A way to hide phishing content is generating one-time links or links that 
are available for a short time.

Fig. 56. Generating a one-time  
link in a phishing kit

In some cases, tools that generate phishing pages create pseudo-random 
end links that host phishing content. Such links are one-time and tempo-
rary. At the same time, it is not always possible to obtain a static link that 
helps create new one-time pages. Doing so might require an original link 
leading to a resource (e.g., a link from a shortening service).

Fig. 57. Panel for generating 
temporary phishing links

It is important to mention phishing resources hosted on personal links. 
In an article about the Classiscam campaign last year, Group-IB experts 
mentioned that the threat actors sent links to pay for ordered goods 
to victims through third-party messengers. The links were shared only with 
the victims themselves and could not be accessed from the outside, which 
made it difficult for Group-IB analysts, registrars, and hosting providers 
to find phishing content on the resource. After “payment for the goods” 
was successful, the original link was deactivated by the resource admin-
istrators or expired on its own (usually within 24 hours), after which users 
were redirected to an official website.
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Domain hijacking
One of the main trends in 2021 was domain hijacking. By taking advantage 
of domain administrators not paying attention, cybercriminals gained 
control of domain names using NS addresses associated with the domain 
name. Among the 3.2 million resources examined, Group-IB specialists 
detected about 30,500 resources at risk of hijacking. Instead of using 
new or hacked resources, scammers used legitimate domains in the 
.RU, .SU and. РФ zones, belonging to both individuals and companies.

The victims are owners of domain names that, although paid for and 
not blocked by the registrar, are not linked to the hosting account. This 
happens in two cases: the domain has been either forgotten or bought 
recently. Threat actors maintain a database of such domains and place their 
content on the servers of Internet providers using third-party domains. 
The entire hijacking process takes between 30 minutes and several hours.

To successfully hijack a domain, hackers must find a domain that has been 
paid for by and delegated to the owner, and has no hosting (i.e., an A record 
in DNS), but the NS records must be indicated. Based on NS records, 
scammers choose a hosting provider to bind the domain to their account.

Each condition has its own characteristics. For example, threat actors 
choose a resource for a specific hosting provider, which allows a domain 
to be hijacked if the following conditions are met:

• the total number of possible NS records of the hosting provider must 
be known in advance, as well as the NS records themselves and the 
order in which they were filed;

• the hosting provider must be able to bind the domain zone resources 
of the hijacked domain to the account;

• the hosting provider does not check the domain name for presence in its 
own databases (some organizations provide both domain registration 
and hosting services);

• the hosting provider does not require any confirmation from the resource 
owner about binding the domain.

The main condition for the search is that the domain must be delegated, 
because even when tied to a hosting service, the resource will not accept 
requests until the domain is paid for and delegated to the owner.

At the same time, for a phishing campaign or malware/spam distribution 
to be successful, a hacker who is prepared will not need much time and 
there is no need to find a domain with a long payment period.

Scammers can also “catch” the moment when the owner paid for the domain 
name and indicated the necessary NS records on the registrar’s side, but 
has not yet added the domain to its hosting account. If these conditions 
are met, the hacker only needs to add a domain name to their account 
with the hosting provider and then place the necessary content or create 
an email address for campaigns. Domain binding involves building links 
between the specified NS servers and the target resource. In the case 
of organizations checked by Group-IB specialists, hosting space was 
allocated for the domain quickly (within a few hours).

Thereafter, the hijacked domain name can be used for both harmless 
activity (e.g., sending out ads and spam, posting questionable content 
on a resource, hacktivism) and actions that are harmful to the resource 
audience, email recipients, and the domain name owner (sending and 
placing malware, phishing, fraud, intentional damage to reputation).
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Phishing content posted on legitimate resources complicates the response 
because the domain name registrar and hosting provider need between 
one and seven days to remove fraudulent content. Service providers 
unilaterally block resources only if there is no response.

Universal phishing kits

Fig. 58. An example of universal 
phishing kit

It is important to separately mention the increase in the number of phishing 
resources targeting several brands at once. Such cases involve universal 
phishing resources aimed at corporate email services.

A phishing tool for deploying such resources is called LogoKit. When 
entering the email address in the address bar (as plain text or an encoded 
parameter), the service independently fetches the domain name from the 
mailbox and uses it to find the corresponding brand logos, adding them 
to the phishing page. In addition, the company name specified in the 
domain is often indicated in a separate line.

Phishing kits are popular because they cover a wide audience, but also 
because of their structure. Kits are written in JavaScript and can easily 
be either embedded in hacked sites or placed on public services such 
as Google Firebase or GitHub Static Page Hosting. This makes it more 
difficult to detect and block this type of phishing.

Given that an email address must be included in the phishing URL, such 
pages are distributed mainly in the form of emails.

RUNLIR
Group-IB analysts identified multiple phishing websites impersonating 
Dutch financial organizations that are part of a single network of more 
than 750 connected domains. The phishing infrastructure was first 
uncovered in March 2021 and remains active at the time of writing. 
Group-IB researchers named the campaign RUNLIR because it uses 
RU, NL and IR in the domain naming pattern. As part of their analysis, 
Group-IB researchers also observed an unconventional “Cut the card” 
phishing scheme that requires effort from the fraudsters both online 
and offline.
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RUNLIR uses a combination that is unique to the Netherlands and involves 
the anti-bot service BlackTDS, the notorious bulletproof hosting service 
Yalishanda, and various versions of the uAdmin phishing kit. The approach 
ensures that the phishing pages are only shown to victims and not 
to security professionals.

The cybercriminals use the approach because it helps them distinguish 
between unsuspecting victims and security researchers by checking 
if the page viewer is connecting using a Dutch mobile network to narrow 
down their reach. Nevertheless, Group-IB researchers quickly established 
the necessary access conditions and upgraded the Threat Intelligence & 
Attribution solution with a specific proxy server to bypass these restric-
tions. The approach, which was discovered by Group-IB CERT analysts, 
is new and has never been seen in phishing attacks in the Netherlands 
prior to this finding.

RUNLIR campaign scheme
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
ON HOW TO PROTECT 
AGAINST SCAMS AND 
PHISHING

08

To combat the advanced scam and phishing schemes described in the 
report, typical methods of monitoring and blocking are no longer enough. 
It is essential to identify and block the entire infrastructure used by cyber-
criminal groups. Group-IB’s Digital Risk Protection system helps protect 
digital assets, brands, and personal and corporate reputation using arti-
ficial intelligence technologies.

Group-IB experts recommend that companies take the following steps 
to ensure that their digital assets are secure:

1. Conduct round-the-clock targeted and decentralized (platform- and 
region-independent) monitoring of all Internet traffic channels: domain 
names, search engines, social media and instant messengers, mobile 
app stores, contextual advertising, aggregators, and message boards.

2. Etablish a system in which any incident that affects the security of the 
company and its users will be processed immediately.

3. Track public posts made by users outside the company’s perimeter. This 
will help not only your security team, but also your brand reputation.

4. Inform employees about basic safety rules. Instruct them to use 
two-factor authentication where possible. Explain that they must not 
click on suspicious links or download attachments in messages from 
unknown senders.

5. Monitor all threat vectors, from brand abuse and phishing to online 
piracy and data leaks.

6. Work with DRP vendors whose experience and technologies help 
detect and block not just individual fraudulent sites, but the entire 
adversary infrastructure. The method helps quickly eliminate violations 
on all online resources affected by the scheme and monitor domain 
names on which illegal content may appear at any time.

If you or your company have fallen victim to fraudsters, contact the police 
immediately, report the incident to the service’s technical support team, and 
provide them with all relevant correspondence. You can also report fraud 
to CERT-GIB by calling the 24/7 hotline on +7 (495) 984-33-64 or sending 
an email to response@cert-gib.com

https://www.group-ib.com/digital-risk-protection.html
mailto:response%40cert-gib.com?subject=
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APPENDIX 1. 09

Main problems faced by businesses attacked by scammers

Group-IB’s DRP specialists have analyzed the most common types of online 
threats to brands. They are listed in the table below. 

Industry Phishing Scams
Fake 

partnerships
Unauthorized 
mobile apps

Fake 
advertising

Trademark 
abuse

Data  
leaks 

VIP 
Impersonation

Mentions 
on the dark 

web Piracy Counterfeiting

Banking and insurance

Manufacturing 

Oil and gas

Retail, e-commerce

Telecom

Healthcare

Transportation

Government

IT

Education
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Group-IB Threat 
Intelligence 
and Research 
Centers

Group-IB’s mission: Fight Against Cybercrime

• Europe

• Russia

• Middle East

• Asia-Pacific

A global leader in high-fidelity Threat hunting 
and Intelligence, best-in-class fraud prevention 
solutions, and high-profile cyber investigations.

• Globally distributed cybercrime monitoring 
infrastructure

• Digital Forensics & Malware Analysis 
laboratory

• Incident Response and High-Tech Crime 
Investigations

• CERT-GIB: 24/7 monitoring centers and 
Computer Emergency Response Team

Moscow

Amsterdam

Dubai

Singapore

Group-IB

Partner and active collaborator 
in global investigations

Interpol and Europol

Ranked among the Top 10 cybersecurity 
companies in the APAC region according 
to APAC CIO Outlook

APAC TOP 10
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Threat Intelligence  
& Attribution

System for analyzing and attri-
buting cyberattacks, threat 
hunting, and protecting network 
infrastructure

Fraud Hunting  
Platform

Real-time client-side digital 
identity protection and fraud 
prevention

Threat Hunting  
Framework 

Adversary-centric detection  
of targeted attacks and unknown 
threats within the infrastructure 
and beyond

Atmosphere: Cloud  
Email Protection

Patented email security techno-
logy that blocks, detonates and 
hunts for the most advanced 
email threats

AssetZero

Intelligence-driven attack surface 
management that continuously 
discovers all external-facing  
IT assets

Digital Risk  
Protection

AI-driven platform for digital risk 
identification and mitigation

Group-IB’s 
technologies  
& innovations

Group-IB’s experience in performing successful global 
investigations with state-of-the-art threat intelligence 
and detecting cybercriminals at every stage of attack 
preparation has been fused into an ecosystem of highly 
sophisticated software and hardware solutions designed 
to monitor, identify, and prevent cyber threats.

Group-IB’s technologies are 
recognized by the world’s leading 
research agencies
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Intelligence- 
driven services

Group-IB’s technological leadership and R&D capabilities 
are built on the company’s 18 years of hands-on experience 
in performing successful cybercrime investigations 
worldwide and the 70,000 hours of cybersecurity incident 
response accumulated in our leading forensic laboratory 
and CERT-GIB.

world-class experts

600+

successful investigations worldwide

1,300+

practical experience

18 years

hours of incident response

70,000+

Prevention

• Security Assessment

• Compliance Audit

• Red Teaming

• Pre-IR Assessment

• Compromise Assessment

• Cyber Education

Response

• Managed Incident reponse

• Managed detection and threat 
hunting

Investigation

• Digital Forensics

• Investigations

• Financial Forensics

• eDiscovery

Group-IB 
Expertise
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